Abstract: Internet of Things the name explains about itself ,internet is network of network where heterogeneous machine are connected to share the information among different clients. Things are the sensors connected to this network. Network layer and physical layer wrapped together with specific application layer to form IoT, which becomes domain specific .There are various frameworks exists which are dependent on specific domain, if new domain comes, ultimately there is need to create new framework. In this paper we proposed generic communication framework which is common platform for all the domains , where IoT can be used and existing framework can be reused. It is beneficial to analyze data efficiently and future prediction.
Introduction
IoT network infrastructure consists of multiple devices (sensors) are connected using communication protocols. IoT is n/w of n/w anything can be accessed from anywhere via various application programming interface. In IoT there is a continuity to development, future scope can be esti mated by a mixture of variety of technology path and various IT concepts which consist of CC, Hadoop, Robot and other different fields. The concept is came from ubiquitous computing , so these ideas lap in few component can be service infrastructure ,technical, visualization, ability of system to work with other system, self-decision, actual innovators can see great the vision of complementary instead against separate fields. The inference of concept IoT can be globally defined as the completeness of presence things, an IoT area of world may be connected to object everywhere on the planet. As like as computer network and the ubiquitous computing works as per the human body, such as human neurons are capable for taking the decision simultaneously likewise this way or path can be used in IoT for higher utilization and fast decision making. Devices deeply embedded in public and private places will recognize us and adapt to our requirements for comfort, safety, streamlined commerce, entertainment, education, resource conservation, operational efficiency and personal well-being.‖, according to Intel's report -Rise of the Embedded Internet [1] .Four companies are emerging as IoT leaders: Intel in the semiconductor space, IBM and Microsoft in the platform/analytic s space and Cisco in the connectivity.In addition, designate one author as the -corresponding author‖. This is the author to whom proofs of the paper will be sent. Proofs are sent to the corresponding author only [2] .
Related work
There exist various [3] application under dif-ferent domains in Internet of Things. Internet of things is application driven which tends to new innovation, most common domains are Smart wear, Transportation, Home-appliances, information of environment, and human Care. And some of the challenges are in the sys-tem of one technology get communicates with other technology made system architecture , Privacy and Security preserving, smart physical object(things), realistic and flexible. Al-most all the applications are domain specifics. One of the applications designed to human safety.
A. Industries towards the IoT
IoT is described as the broad idea behind these buzzwords is that a whole constellation of inanimate objects is being designed with built-in wireless connectivity, so that they can be monitored, controlled and linked over the Internet via a mobile app. [4] The types of objects span a wide range of categories, from wearables to light bulbs to home appliances (like the coffee maker, washing machine, and Even your car) really, anything. [5] IoT is also being applied to vertical markets like the medical and health-care industry and to transportation systems. At this point, the easier question might be who isn't working on an IoT product. [6] Big names like Samsung, LG, Apple, Google, Lowe's and Philips are all working on connected devices, as are many smaller companies and start-ups. [7] Research group Gartner predicts that 4.9 billion connected devices will be in use this year, and the number will reach 25 billion by 2020.
B. IoT Controllers and hardware's:
There are various micro controllers and development boards are available to implementing the IoT. Some of the controllers list is given below. Open source, ARM® based Cortex®-M3, 2G / WiFi connectivity, accelerometer, temperature/humidity, GPS, orientation with 9-axis inertial moduĺe, ambient light sensor, SD card slot and one-year-battery-life with 1900mAh battery (charge via mUSB).
Internet of Things has moved on from high-level hype towards concrete ideas and products, and a growing business developer community is eagerly looking for either suitable hardware for rapid prototyping or devices with which to deploy their ideas. We thought we'd compile a list of some of the more prominent hardware options on the market [15]
C. Cloud Structure for IoT:
Now you can harness the power of the Internet of Things and turn the data generated by every one of your customers, partners, devices, and sensors into meaningful action. [9] With IoT Cloud you can process massive quantities of data, build business rules with simple, intuitive tools, and engage proactively with customers in real time [10] .
[11] The
Bosch IoT Suite provides the foundation for service enablement, both in terms of connecting things to the Internet -reliably, securely, cost effectively and at scale -and in terms of delivering the backing application logic for valueadded services. It is made up of a set of software services that provide all of key middleware capabilities needed to build a sophisticated IoT application from top to bottom. Customers can use any combination of these IoT services as needed to rapidly implement the desired solution.IoT is vast, diverse and constantly changing. IoT data from billions of interactions between devices and people is not only massive, it is complex and variable. Predefined programs aren't up to the task of analysing it. And traditional systems can't make sense all IoT data combined with unstructured data, like weather and social.A cognitive IoT can make sense of all types of data. In fact, it can choose its own data sources and decide which patterns and relationships to pay attention to. It uses machine learning and advanced processing to organize the data and generate insights. A cognitive IoT can also evolve and improve on its own through learned selfcorrection and adaptation. IBM released Watson cloudplatform for Internet of Things [12] .
[13] The AWS IoT Device SDK helps you to easily and quickly connect your hardware device to AWS IoT. It provides enhanced features so that your hardware device can seamlessly and securely work with the device gateway and device shadow provided by AWS IoT. The AWS IoT Device SDK includes open source libraries, the developer guide with samples, and the porting guide so that you can build innovative IoT products or solutions on your choice of hardware platforms. [14] Cisco Internet of Things (IoT) Cloud Connect is our new mobility-cloud-based software suite. It offers a complete solution for mobile operators to provide exceptional IoT experiences. Cisco IoT Cloud Connect helps you find new ways to make money, while fully optimizing and utilizing your networks. Cisco provides granular, real-time visibility and updates across every level of the network-transport and user, access, core, and cloud. And lots of features can be provided through this way, so we have proposed IoT based email system to generalize all the domain. Using this technique the notification send by email and text message alert. Automation consist in Internet of Things in itself, and the we provided the manual control over the things which are connected to the node which is connected to the internet. Not only the manual configuration and control is provided but also the summary of events and actions performed on it and much more details are tracked and all logs maintained and can be analyzed using the different data mining techniques which could be used for finding the causes of failure and tells what care should be taken. This way it provides various benefits in all the domains. Definitely the performance of such all domain systems get increases. In the proposed architecture the email is used as a communication medium. There are various clients as shown in architecture. The primary email services are provided to the email client and the IoT serveries also. One of the example is controlling the things from remote location from desktop mobile as remote con-troller etc. The system is completed deployed on the cloud. The different types of database are used to store the sensor as well as the primary email information, all exists on cloud. This system is generic which can be used in all the domains like industry, college, home etc, for automation. There can be multiple number of smart devices (things) under different domains and can be controlled, traced from only one generic application that is IoT based e-mail system. We can store the all the information of events and the action taken on event. Above mathematical model represents the whole system. Set theory is used to represents the system. As it is represented the entry points are human and things and denoted by symbol S i.e. starting point. End point is the alert to be sent to the respective user. Event and the threshold value are the input for the system denoted by X and output is alert or notification denoted by Y. there are deterministic and non-deterministic data. Action, event, type of event are the deterministic data where as event time is the non-deterministic data which cant be predicted. And finally output will be alert will be given to the user in the form of e-mail.
D. Comparison with similar system

Algorithm
E=Set of Events D=Set of Devices
Result
This way we have implemented the IoT based efficient mail system, where we provide the automation and manual control to the user via email system. User can control the home appliances via this email system. If something or devices consuming the electricity unnecessarily the system get OFF automatically and notification will be send to the user via email. 
Conclusion and Future work
IoT is growing rapidly almost all the domains are impacting by Internet of Things. Every-things is changing from manual to automate. Internet of Things is itself automization and everything is getting smart work. To making the work efficient and more Internet of Things plays very big role by doing smart work. So to making the almost all the work easy in all the domains IoT is used. And for the secure and efficient communication as well as the alert or notification is the best and efficient way. To generalize and for secure as well as the standard way of communication is e-mail. Even currently almost all system deployed on the cloud for better performance and various benefits of cloud ,one of the property is the sharing the resources. It is better to use e-mail as communication medium with cloud.
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